IS IT POSSIBLE TO BECOME
MORE UNSTOPPABLE?
Somehow it is.
The Klipsch® Image™ S4A™ is how.
Introducing the first Klipsch
headphone designed specifically
for Android.™ Get all the functionality
you can handle matched with the
premium audio you’ve come to
expect from Klipsch.
Wield your powers accordingly.

YOU HAD TO SEE THIS COMING.
Klipsch for Android makes perfect sense. With leading edge
technology and total user-centric functionality, it’s the ideal fit.
Backed by more than six decades of audio engineering, Klipsch prides
itself on faithful sound reproduction. All of this expertise is packed into
these tiny wonders of sound.
Dual magnet drivers provide rich bass without overpowering. They also
allow for crisp highs and silky smooth mids. It’s what you expect from
Klipsch and what you should demand from your headphones.

IT’S ALL ABOUT CONTROL.
The S4A headphones work with a customizable app that controls
one or many music players on your Android ™ device. It launches
immediately upon connection and gives you complete flexibility on
how you control your tunes. So, the second you put your headphones
on, you’re ready to rock.
The one-button mic makes it easy to use. Play, pause, next, previous—
it’s all there. It just depends on the number of clicks. You can also use
voice command to control your device. Answer calls by simply clicking
the single button, and your music pauses—only to resume when you
hang up .
It’s your world, and it’s tucked neatly under your thumb.

THESE ARE MEANT TO BE USED.
The S4A headphones are prepared to deliver. And they
do so flawlessly. But the biggest surprise might be just how
comfortable they are.
With patented oval ear tips in multiple sizes to ensure the
perfect fit, the Klipsch S4A headphones allow for hours
upon hours of listening.
The oval shape ergonomically complements the ear canal and
provides noise cancelation that seals in the sound and
captivates the listener. This also means longer listening at lower
volumes and less fatigue.
It’s the difference between feeling your music and feeling your
headphones.

DOMINATE YOUR HEADSPACE.

Take Calls

CONTROL MUSIC

VOICE COMMAND
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